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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like not voting Bri Drake for Homecoming Queen!

Thursday, September 18, 2008

“Few things are harder to put
up with than the annoyance of a
good example.”
~Mark Twain

Scales

By Liz Fujita ~Daily Bull

Imagine this. You’re walking
along in the forest on a pleasantly warm, breezy summer
day. The path crunches delightfully beneath your feet,
carrying you ever closer to
a brilliant green field at the
edge of the wood. When
you get to the luscious
greenery, you decide to take
off your shoes and feel the
cool nature between your
toes. You make a face not
unlike this one ^_^ and
frolic like a bunny. Suddenly
and impolitely, cool nature
turns into sharp, burning nature – ow! “Ow, &*$%@,
Mommy! Owwie,” you cry!
You’ve been bitten by an
ant, and if you’re like me,
you’d probably retell this
story and say that it hurt “like
a bitch.” But you and I, dear
friend, would be wrong.
We should have said it hurt
as if “someone has fired a
staple into your cheek.”
There are scales for a lot of
things – hurricanes, earthquakes, even the hardness
of minerals. I’m pretty sure
...see Ants! on back

101 Reasons to Vote for Bri Drake
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Alright, I admit it, I’m a sucker for helping my friends out. And since the Daily
Bull is almost my pawn, I might as well
help out my ol’ pal Bri Drake in her bid
for Homecoming Queen in the best
way I can, which is 500 pages worth
of awesome propaganda. So here’s
101 reasons to Vote for Bri, the coolest
candidate there is.

6. A vote for anyone else would be a
waste.
7. She has been an RA for 2 years.
8. Africa would vote for her as Continental Queen.
9. She’s a direct descendent of Greek
Gods.
10. Her favorite music is something you
are also into.

Bri Drake being awesome as usual. Maybe you should be awesome too and vote for her.

1. She’s Awesome.
11. Grey’s Anatomy.
2. She knows where it’s at.
12. Often causes monkey business.
3. Has a million monopoly dollars in 14. Does not support the number 13.
the bank.
15. Has about a bazillion good friends.
4. Bri once walked on the moon.
16. Does Disco Tech.
5. Her last name is Drake.

...see Vote for Bri! on back

What kind of race is this without catchy slogans?
Make No Mistake, Vote For Drake!

The Steaming Pile
Straight from you-know-where

Failed Film-to-Broadway Adaptations
Rambo
2001: A Space Odyssey
Pulp Fiction
Boondock Saints
Alien vs. Predator
Transformers
Lord of the Rings
An Inconvenient Truth
Private Parts
Snakes on a Plane
Terminator 2
The Matrix: Reloaded
Airplane!
Fight Club
The Blair Witch Project
Fahrenheit 911
Tron
Memento
Passion of the Christ
Deepthroat

American Pie
Cool Runnings
March of the Penguins
Clerks
Superbad
Shaft
Fast and the Furious
Godzilla
Shazaam
Space Jam
Airbud
Homeward Bound
Fargo
Anchor Man
SW2: Attack of the Clones
300
The Ring
I Still Know What You
Did Last Summer
Mad Max

...Vote For Bri! from front

17. Can sing better than you.
18. Ended communism.
19. Visits Mars on occasion.
20. Thinks this is a good idea.
21. Appeals to the everyman voter.
22. Has a facebook group to vote
for her.
23. Doesn’t like rotten food.
24. Knows Natalie Helms.
25. Is friends with Jesus Tom.
26. Is in Aqua Terra Tech Enterprise.
27. Knows her stuff.
28. Passes her classes.
29. Does forestry.
30. Digs cool people.
31. Dined with the President.
32. Lives in Wisconsin.
33. Might be a cheese head.
34. But probably loves cheese.
35. Supports most of the homecoming king candidates.
36. Won’t vote for Kalvin Hartwig.
37. Probably will vote for herself.
38. Has a favorite color.
39. Likes eating.
40. Can read.
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41. Is not a cannibal.
42. Is the answer.
43. Lusts for life more than Iggy Pop.
44. Wants to wear a crown.
45. Has a sense of humor.
46. Studies on occasion.
47. Has a better tan than me.
48. Runs.
49. Doesn’t get caught jay walking.
50. Has 50 more reasons why you
should vote for her.
51. 101 is a really big number.
52. 101 more votes for Bri would be
awesome.
53. www.homecoming.mtu.edu to
vote for her!
54. Uses the internet.
55. Is smarter than a rabbit.
56. Especially evil ones that eat your
head off.
57. Is healthy.
58. Will probably live to be 264.
59. Isn’t corrupt.
60. Has never swindled money.
61. Could defeat the Mafia with her
bare hands.
62. Survived a nuclear war.
63. Is impervious to bullets.
64. Likes fresh flowers.
65. Dislikes smelly guys.
66. Is often hungry like the wolf.
67. Stood a Thon.
68. Has ten toes.
69. Appeals to the impressionable
voter.
70. Usually wears clothes.
71. Does stuff outside.
72. Enjoys long walks on the beach.
73. Tips waiters fairly.
74. Doesn’t fall down stairs very
often.
75. Didn’t start the fire.
76. Won’t buy your vote.
77. Thinks 7 is a lucky number.
78. Sometimes makes things up.
79. Is the real deal.
80. Is the only candidate with a Bull
article about them.
81. Digs the History Channel.

82. Knows how it’s made.
83. Has laser vision.
84. Can fly if she really wants to.
85. Saved the world only like 4
times.
86. Likes Michigan Tech.
87. Can do a snow angel.
88. Fears no evil.
89. Just caused a miracle.
90. Is ready for the Final Countdown.
91. Won’t back down.
92. Loves woodland creatures.
93. Has seen Fern Gully.
94. Supports world peace.
95. Deserves a Ticker Tape parade.
96. Is a national hero.
97. Drinks Sundrop.
98. Has got the power.
99. Will party like it’s 1999 if she
wins.
100. Is the woman of the century.
101. Wants this many dalmations.

suck, imagine all the other things we
could be measuring! Everything in
the world could have a scale all its
own! No more would measurement
be reserved for natural disasters and
how endangered things are. O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!

How tired are you, dear reader? Perhaps you’re at 0: “coffee has been
injected intravenously into your system, and you were tossed into an ice
cold shower privates-first.” Maybe
you’re somewhere in the middle,
at 5: “stayed up too late last night
playing Halo-” (and didn’t call me,
you jerk) “-but did drink a Monster.”
Or, worst of all, you’re a 10: “having
been placed, comatose, into a cryogenic freezer and sold to a Hutt.”
How schizophrenic are you? Maybe
one is “No, Voice, I’d rather not listen to Mariah Carey.” And perhaps
by five we hear three distinct voices.
So there you have it, 101 reasons Maybe each one hears voices, too.
why Bri is the finest candidate you And each of those voices-ses sounds
can spend your vote on. And if you like Gollum, yesss, preciousss.
don’t believe me, ask her yourself. Or
any of the thousands of other people I love comedy, so let’s make a scale
who should be voting for her right for that. At the bottom end is a bad
now! Quick, don’t be left out! Get joke, one that’s not even funny; mayto the polls now and cast your vote: be a “your mom” joke. Somewhere
low-midrange is the, “that’s what she
Bri Drake, 2008! Bri Drake, 2008!
said” joke. Toward the high-mid...Ants! from front
range you have people like Bo Burneveryone’s heard of those, since ham and Jim Gaffigan. What would
I have, and I live under a fairly large the highest rank of comedy be, a
rock. But did you know that there gigantic Demetri Martin – Mitch Hedis a scale for the magnitude of sting berg – Greg Proops – Dane Cook
pain? Yes, insect stings. It goes from smoothie? I don’t know, but that’d
1 to 4+, anywhere from, “a tiny spark be some funny shit though.
has singed a single hair on your arm”
to, “fire-walking over flaming char- How much of a planet do you live
coal with a 3-inch rusty nail in your on? Rated 10 – Earth! Definitely a
heel” (insert cringe here). Think I’m planet, nobody would ever think to
kidding? Wiki it – Schmidt Sting Pain question that. Rated 0 – Pluto. I miss
Index. Wow, talk about free time.
you, buddy.
So if people have the energy to
measure how much insect stings

A Quick Note
By popular demand (or because we
are nice), here’s a list of where the
Bull typically appears everyday we
have an issue (currently Wed.-Thurs.Fri.). We may expand to Tuesday as
well if we get enough people writing, which would be awesome. Join
up if you think you’ve got the right
stuff. Meetings are every Wednesday
at 9:15 pm, somewhere in first floor
Walker (I always forget the room,
sorry. Next time.)
So without further adieu, here are
the drop locations for your free entertainment. Your welcome Peter.
~Nathan Invincible
-Upstairs MUB outside the
USG office.
-Downstairs MUB in a holder across
from the food area.
-On the pedestals in the MEEM
lobby.
-A few on the tables in the lower
Chem-Sci lobby (sometimes).
-All over in the DOW lobby where
people sit on them.
-On the counter in the Dillman lobby next to the stairs.
-On the seating areas in M&M.
-In a big pile on the condiment
counter next to the Aftermath Café
in Fisher or on the tables by the
telescope/laser cannon.
-On the seats in the lobby of Walker if we feel like walking that far.

